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INTERIM BENCHMARK CONSTRUCTION NOTIFICATION 
 

 Pursuant to Sections 1.946(d) and 27.14(k) of the Commission’s rules,1 Manifest 
Wireless L.L.C. (“Manifest”), a subsidiary of DISH Network Corporation (“DISH”), submits this 
interim benchmark construction notification for its Lower 700 MHz E Block licenses (the “700 
MHz Licenses”).  As set forth below, Manifest has undertaken meaningful efforts to put its 
spectrum associated with the 700 MHz Licenses to use.2 
 

Interim Construction Benchmark 
 

Manifest’s 168 700 MHz Licenses were granted on February 20, 2009.  The 700 MHz 
Licenses expire on June 13, 2019.  Pursuant to Section § 27.14(g) of the Commission’s rules, 
Lower 700 MHz E Block licensees must “provide signal coverage and offer service over at least 
35 percent of the geographic area of each of their license authorizations no later than June 13, 
2013.”3  Licensees must demonstrate compliance with this interim construction benchmark, or 
demonstrate meaningful efforts to put the spectrum to use, no later than 15 days after the 
construction deadline.4 

 
Background 

 
Since acquiring the 700 MHz Licenses at auction in 2008 for more than $700 million, 

Manifest has studied and tested the use of the Lower 700 MHz E Block to offer high-power 
broadcast mobile video services across various technologies.  Such services are consistent with 
both the Commission rules, which allow operations in the Lower E Block of up to 50 kW 
effective radiated power,5 as well as the Commission’s original expectations for the spectrum.6  
Manifest’s studies have included technical evaluation and testing various high-powered 
broadcast mobile video technologies, including Advanced Television Systems Committee – 
Mobile/Handheld (“ATSC M/H”), as well as several orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
                                                            
1 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.946(d), 27.14(k). 
2 See Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Reminds 700 MHz Licensees of Requirement to File 
Interim Benchmark Notifications of Construction, Public Notice, DA 13-1278 (rel. May 30, 
2013) (“May 30, 2013 PN”). 
3 47 C.F.R. § 27.14(g). 
4 See 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.946(d), 27.14(k).  See also May 30, 2013 PN at 2. 
5 47 C.F.R. § 27.50(c)(7). 
6 See Service Rules for the 698-746, 747-762 and 777-792 MHz Bands, Report and Order and 
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 22 FCC Rcd 8064, 8100 ¶ 95 (2007) (noting that “the 
Commission originally envisioned … an environment conducive to broadcast-type systems in the 
unpaired [Lower 700 MHz] blocks.”). 
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(“OFDM”)-based technologies.  In support of these ongoing efforts, Manifest filed notifications 
with the Commission to commence testing high-powered 50 kW operations of ATSC M/H at 
thirteen sites throughout the country,7 and is evaluating opportunities to expand this testing to 
more sites.  

 
Use of the Spectrum 

 
While Manifest does not currently provide signal coverage and offer service across 35% 

of the geographic area of each of its 700 MHz Licenses, Manifest has engaged in meaningful 
efforts to put its 700 MHz Licenses to use.  Among other things, Manifest is evaluating the use 
of the ATSC M/H mobile waveform in a fixed environment in order to determine if this will 
improve the reliable reception distance of a 50 kW signal.   

 
As of June 28, 2013, Manifest has constructed 13 transmitter sites and is transmitting test 

signals continuously from these locations.  To quantify the coverage provided by these 
transmitter sites, Manifest retained Pericle Communications Company (“Pericle”) to model the 
coverage and calculate the area covered in each applicable Bureau of Economic Analysis 
Economic Areas (“BEA”).  Pericle’s analysis shows that the thirteen active transmitters provide 
measurable coverage in 43 BEAs.  Of those, 12 BEAs show geographic coverage exceeding 35 
percent.  Exhibit B to this interim benchmark construction notification contains Pericle’s 
technical analysis, including coverage maps.  

 
In addition, Manifest has been actively exploring sites and site leases beyond the current 

test sites, and has a tentative agreement for access to additional broadcast sites in roughly 40 
markets across the U.S.  Manifest is currently studying the coverage and service characteristics 
(currently broadcasting 8 channels of video) of ATSC M/H as discussed above for the current 
test sites, and the findings from that testing will inform decisions going forward as to when 
additional sites will be activated for mobile broadcast video services. 

 
Manifest is also investigating a range of technology and content security options.  

Manifest is encouraged by recent deployments and promotions of mobile video by various 
broadcasters, as Manifest sees these developments as complementary in fostering consumer 
adoption and broader integration interest from device manufacturers.  Given the increasing 
adoption of tablets and larger screen sizes on smartphones, Manifest believes that a high-power 
mobile video offering will be a compelling new consumer service, and an enhancement to the 
overall trend of greater mobility and flexibility in consuming video. 

 
 

                                                            
7 See FCC File Nos.: 0004139004, 0004053898, 0004081991, 0005629166, 0005629175, 
00005629190, 0005629191, 0005629192, 0005629194, 0005629198, 0005629203, 0005629205 
and 0005629208. 
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Finally, Manifest has taken steps to lease its spectrum while it has been conducting tests, 
exploring site leases, and engaging in system planning.  In particular, Manifest leased some of its 
700 MHz spectrum in certain markets for use by Fanvision, a mobile sports content provider.  
Fanvision used the spectrum to broadcast in-venue content to fans at various live sports arenas 
via its Fanvision device.8  Specifically, Fanvision leased spectrum in 2012 from Manifest 
associated with 12 of the 168 licenses that Manifest holds, all in major NFL cities.  Manifest is 
continuing dialogue with Fanvision regarding the upcoming 2013 NFL season in some of these 
same license areas. 
  

Conclusion 
 

While Manifest has not met the interim construction benchmark and has requested an 
extension and/or waiver of the interim construction benchmark, Manifest has engaged in 
meaningful efforts to put its 700 MHz Licenses to use.  Manifest is actively engaged in testing, 
exploring site leases and system planning, and has leased spectrum to another party for an 
innovative service offering.  Manifest remains encouraged by the future prospects for high-
power broadcast mobile video service in the Lower 700 MHz E Block.   

                                                            
8 Fanvision provides handheld devices to season ticket holders and other users via rental kiosks 
at the venue.  The service typically consists of up to eight channels of content, including 
alternative camera angles of the event, on-demand replays, event play-by-play audio, live video 
feeds, fantasy sports interfaces, and updated real-time statistics. 


